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(Received 18 November 2002; revised manuscript received 10 June 2003; published 19 February 2004)072302-1Deeply bound 1s states of  in 115;119;123Sn were preferentially observed using the Snd; 3He pion-
transfer reaction under the recoil-free condition. The 1s binding energies and widths were precisely
determined and were used to deduce the isovector parameter of the s-wave pion-nucleus potential to be
b1  0:115 0:007m1 . The observed enhancement of jb1j over the free N value (bfree1 =b1 
0:78 0:05) indicates a reduction of the chiral order parameter, f2=f2  0:64, at the normal
nuclear density,   0.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.072302 PACS numbers: 13.75.Gx, 14.40.Aq, 25.45.Hi, 36.10.Gvexpressed in the leading order by the pion-nucleon  method to deduce the b1 parameter [28]. The data of theOur work deals with characteristic properties of
strongly interacting bound sytems, hadrons, consisting
of light quarks (u and d). Their masses are nearly 2 orders
of magnitude smaller (mu  5 MeV, md  8 MeV) than
typical hadron masses of  1 GeV. This extraordinary
phenomenon is proposed to be produced by spontaneous
breaking of chiral symmetry for massless quarks subject
to the strong interaction [1–3]. It results in a ground state,
the vacuum state, with a finite expectation value of quark-
antiquark pairs, h qqi0  250 MeV3 [4]. In such a
scenario the hadrons are considered as quasiparticle ex-
citations of the condensate, h qqi, separated by an energy
gap of  1 GeV. The lowest energy excitation modes of
the condensate, so-called Nambu-Goldstone bosons, are
identified as pions. Their s-wave interaction with nucle-
ons is predicted to vanish in its isoscalar part, and deter-
mined by the pion decay constant, f2, in its isovector
part [5,6] which is consistent with recent experimental
values [7,8]. The f2 is also the order parameter of chiral
symmetry breaking and directly connected to the magni-
tude of h qqi through the Gell-Mann–Oaks–Renner rela-
tion [4].
We examine this chiral symmetry scenario by implant-
ing a  in a nuclear medium of density  [9,10], where a
new vacuum state with a reduced condensate, h qqi, is
proposed to be created [2]. This is the most basic case of a
large effort to study the density and temperature depen-
dence of the h qqi in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.






which yields a reduction of about 0.65 for the normal
nuclear density,   0  0:17 fm3. Likewise, the pion
decay constant in a medium (identified as the time
component of the axial current) is reduced as [12]
f2=f2  1 , where the parameter is predicted
to be 0  0:45 from the chiral dynamics [13]. This
reduction of the ratio is associated with the free and the










 1 : (2)
Our program aims at measuring the isovector N
interaction parameter in the pion-nucleus potential
[b1] [15] by studying deeply bound 1s states of 
in heavy N > Z nuclei [16–20]. Such states were pre-
dicted to be produced as discrete states by nuclear reac-
tions [21–25] and to provide unique information on the
s-wave interaction, whereas in most pionic atoms the
repulsive s-wave interaction is nearly counterbalanced
by the attractive p-wave interaction (see, for instance,
Batty et al. [26]). In recent papers we showed that the
density-dependent parameter b1 can be well repre-
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FIG. 1. Double differential cross sections versus the 3He
kinetic energy of the 124;120;116Snd; 3He reactions measured
at the incident deuteron energy of 503.388 MeV. The scales of
the  binding energies in 123;119;115Sn are also indicated.
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on 1s states of light pionic atoms, yielded b1 
0:1160:0150:017m1 . A similar conclusion was also obtained
from global fits of pionic atom data by Friedman, b1 
0:122 0:004m1 [29] and 0:113 0:004m1
[30], although some ambiguity arising from the p-wave
part remains. In order to determine b1 more reliably and
accurately, it is essential to perform high-precision spec-
troscopy on deeply bound 1s  states in heavy nuclei.
In this Letter we report on systematic experimental
studies of 1s  states in a series of Sn isotopes, which
were produced with the Snd; 3He reactions. One of the
advantages of using Sn isotopes is that we can produce the
1s  states as the most dominant quasisubstitutional
states, 1s3s1n , because of the presence of the 3s
orbital near the Fermi surface, as theoretically predicted
[25]. Another merit is to make use of isotopes over a wide
range of N  Z=A to test the isospin dependence [10].
We used a deuteron beam from the heavy-ion synchro-
tron SIS at GSI, Darmstadt, combined with the fragment
separator as a high-resolution forward spectrometer [18].
The present experiment had many new features and im-
provements. We chose the exact recoil-less condition to
suppress minor states other than the enhanced 1s 
states with quasisubstitutional 1s  states, with a deu-
teron beam of a small momentum spread and an accu-
rately measured energy of 503:388 0:100 MeV. Its
intensity was 1:5 1011 deuterons per spill. The beam
was focused on a narrow spot with a width of about 1 mm,
hitting a strip target with a width of 1.5 mm and a thick-
ness of 20 mg=cm2. Enriched Sn isotopes with A  116
(98.0%), 120 (99.2%), and 124 (96.6%) were used as
targets.
The strategy to arrive at high accuracy in determin-
ing the binding energies and widths of the 1s states
was the following. First, we used the nonpionic
ASnd; 3HeA1Ing:s: (A  112; 116; 120; 124) reactions
to calibrate the spectrometer momentum (with respect to
the incident beam momentum) and dispersion to achieve
an accuracy of 6 keV. The overall energy resolution, which
was crucial for measuring the widths of the 1s  states,
was also determined from these spectra to be 394
33 keV (FWHM). Second, we put a thin Mylar layer on
the downstream surface of each Sn target to measure the
3He peak from the pd; 3He0 reaction as a built-in
indicator of absolute calibration. We observed spectra,
d2=dE=d, on Mylar-covered 116Sn, 120Sn, 124Sn
targets as a function of the 3He kinetic energy, as shown
in Fig. 1.
The skewed peaks at around 371 MeV arise from
pd; 3He0. Their kinematically broadened shapes were
well explained by a simulation, which took into account
the beam-energy profile at the thin Mylar layer, the
angular distribution, the spectrometer acceptance (x 
15 mr and y  10 mr), and the kinematical energy
shifts of the 3He particles. It turned out that the energy at
half maximum of the higher-energy edge of the peak
072302-2(shown as vertical dotted lines in Fig. 1) represents the
kinetic energy of 3He in the ideal case of 0 emission
from the pd; 3He0 reaction, and serves as an absolute
calibration point with an accuracy of 7 keV. We
adopted this ‘‘edge’’ calibration for our final results, since
this long term calibration was pertinent to all runs of
the three targets. It was found to agree within 13 keV with
the short-term calibration using the Snd; 3HeIng:s:
reactions.
In each spectrum of Fig. 1 one distinct peak at around
365 MeV was observed, which was assigned to a domi-
nant configuration of 1s3s1n . The overall spectrum
shapes for the three Sn targets were found to be in good
agreement with the predicted ones [25]. The spectra were
decomposed according to the theoretical prescription of
Ref. [25], from which we could precisely determine the 1s
binding energies (B1s) and widths (1s). The results are
summarized in Table I and in Fig. 2. The quoted errors are
statistical, systematic (arising from the calibration), and072302-2
TABLE I. Observed binding energies (B1s) and widths (1s) of the 1s  states in 115;119;123Sn isotopes.
B1s B1s MeV 1s 1s MeV
Isotope (MeV) Stat. Syst. Total (MeV) Stat. Syst. Total
115Sn 3.906 0:021 0:012 0:024 0.441 0:068 0:054 0:087
119Sn 3.820 0:013 0:012 0:018 0.326 0:047 0:065 0:080
123Sn 3.744 0:013 0:012 0:018 0.341 0:036 0:063 0:072
P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending20 FEBRUARY 2004VOLUME 92, NUMBER 7combined errors. In this study isotope shifts of deeply
bound pionic 1s states in heavy nuclei are seen for the
first time.
The most serious problem in our analysis is the rela-
tively poor knowledge concerning the neutron distribu-
tion nr in Sn isotopes, whereas the proton distribution
pr is well known [31]. We take the following form
for the difference between the neutron and proton rms
radii, which was derived based on experimental data
of antiprotonic atoms of Sn isotopes [32] as well as of
many other nuclei rnp  1:01 0:15N  Z=A
0:04 0:03 fm. In converting rnp into the diffuse-
ness parameters (ap; an) and the half-density radii
(cp; cn) in the two-parameter Fermi distribution, we
took halfway between the ‘‘halo’’ type (cp  cn; ap <
an) and the ‘‘skin’’ type (cp < cn; ap  an) [32], in ac-
cordance with a proton elastic scattering result in Pb
isotopes (see Ref. [28]). The adopted parameters
fcp; ap; cn; ang in fm are f5:405; 0:523; 5:473; 0:552g
for 115Sn, f5:442; 0:523; 5:532; 0:560g for 119Sn, and
f5:484; 0:523; 5:594; 0:569g for 123Sn.
The influence of rnp on the extraction of optical
potential parameters in global fits of pionic atom dataFIG. 2. Experimental values of fB1s; 1sg (elliptic circles for
statistical errors, horizontal and vertical bars for total errors)
for  in 115;119;123Sn, shown together with theoretical relations
with fb1; ImB0g for each isotope.
072302-3was recently discussed in detail by Friedman and Gal [33]
based on old theoretical values of rnp [34], which
are considerably different from the empirical ones [32]
we use. These values are supported by a new proton-
scattering result on Sn isotopes [35] and also by new
relativistic Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations [36].
In our view the use, in our analysis, of the experimental
data available now resolves the concerns of Ref. [33] with
regard to our results.
We made simultaneous fitting of B1s and 1s of the
three Sn isotopes together with those of symmetric light
nuclei, leaving b0, b1, ReB0, and ImB0 as free parameters.
Since the 1s binding energy is insensitive to the p-wave
potential, we could safely fix the p-wave parameters to
the known values from pionic atom data [26]. Hereafter,
the units of m1 for b0; b1 and of m4 for B0 will be
omitted. We chose 16O, 20Ne, and 28Si for which the
nuclear parameters are well known and the condition
pr  nr is clearly fulfilled. Thus, the obtained
values are b0  0:0233 0:0038, b1  0:1149
0:0074, ReB0  0:019 0:017, and ImB0  0:0472
0:0013. The errors include both statistical and systematic
uncertainties. In Fig. 2 we show the obtained relations of
fb1; ImB0g mapped on fB1s; 1sg for each Sn isotope. The
intersections of the tilted axes are chosen to the best-fit
values of fb1; ImB0g. We also show likelihood contours in
the plane of fb1; ImB0g in Fig. 3.
The smallness of ReB0 (  0:019 0:017) supports the
value (  0:038 0:025) claimed from the requirement
that the effective b0 consists of the free N value and the
double-scattering term [28]. The combined isoscalar pa-
rameter, b0  0:215ReB0  0:0274 0:0002, is in
good agreement with that obtained in the analysis of
the 205Pb [28]. The imaginary part, ImB0  0:0472
0:0013, is consistent with the global-fit value of 0:055
0:003 by Batty et al. [26] and Friedman [29,30], consid-
ering that they included the angle-transformation (AT)
term, which causes an appreciable decrease in the width
[27]. In fact, the best-fit value in our analysis with the AT
term included is ImB0  0:058 0:003. These isoscalar
parameters are in fine agreement with those determined
by using only the 1s states of light symmetric pionic
atoms. The addition of the Sn data consequently yields a
precise value for b1.
Figure 3 also shows how the best-fit values move, if
we choose the halo type (open square) or the skin type
(open diamond) for nr  pr. Furthermore, we find
that the possible change of b1, when we allowed an072302-3
FIG. 3. Likelihood contours in the fb1; ImB0g plane from the
simultaneous fitting of fB1s; 1sg of the 1s pionic states in the
three Sn isotopes and three light symmetric nuclei. The pre-
vious 205Pb data reanalyzed with ImB0 (  0:046) is shown for
comparison.
P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending20 FEBRUARY 2004VOLUME 92, NUMBER 7uncertainty of 0:04 fm in rnp [32], would be around
0:009, as indicated by two crosses in the figure.
The magnitude of the observed jb1j is significantly
enhanced over the free N value, which translates into
a reduction of f2 [Eq. (2)] as
R  bfree1 =b1  0:78 0:05 (3)
 bfree1 =b1e  fe2=f2  1 e; (4)
where we used the fact [27,28] that the solution with a
local-density-dependent parameter, b1  bfree1 =1
r, is equivalent to that using a corresponding con-
stant parameter b1  bfree1 =1 e with an effective
density e  0:60.
The above value hence implies that the chiral order
parameter, f2, would be reduced by a factor of  0:64
at the normal nuclear density   0. Using Eq. (2) in the
analysis, we obtain an experimental value of 0  0:36,
as shown in Fig. 3, which is close to the value 0.45
predicted by chiral perturbation theory [13]. If a theoreti-
cal value, m  m  3 MeV (averaged over  and 
[13]), is inserted into an in-medium Gell-Mann–Oakes–
Renner relation [2,12], h qqi0=h qqi0 will be m=m2 1 0  0:67, which is in good agreement with the
value of 0.65, as predicted by using Eq. (1). We have thus
found clear evidence for the partial restoration of chiral
symmetry, probed by well-defined pionic states in a well-
defined nuclear density.
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